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Nils Gustaf Ekholm (QJ 1901) “This paper is presented to 
the Royal Meteorological 
Society at its Jubilee on 
April 3, 1900, as a humble 
expression of homage and 
gratitude by the author.”

On the variations of the climate of the 
geological and historical past and their 
causes



Ekholm
(QJ 1901)

Conclusion



Guy Stewart Callendar (QJ 1938)
collated Ts measurements



Hawkins and Jones 
(QJ 2013)



Callendar (QJ 1938) Ts calculations: C budget 
estimates & CO2 absorpn measts



Manley 
(QJ 1974)

Central England 
temperatures 

1659-1973
decadal running averages

Series updated to present:  Hadley Centre Central England Temperature (HadCET) dataset
longest instrumental record of temperature in the world



Callendar (QJ 1941)



Plass 
(QJ Jul1956)

“At the surface of the Earth the average temperature would rise by 3.6˚C if the 
CO2 concentration were doubled and would fall by 3.8˚C if it were halved” 

CO2 15µm band 
flux calculation

Based on parameterisation of lab 
transmission measurements
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Goody (QJ 1952)
A Statistical Model for Water Vapour Absorption

Assumption that spectral lines distributed randomly

Lorentz lineshape

Line strength distribution 

Results in band transmission

m absorber amount   α mean line width   σ mean line strength   δ mean line spacing   



Rodgers and Walshaw ( QJ 1966)
The computation of infra-red cooling rate 
in planetary atmospheres

• Height integration using pre-calculated Curtis Matrix.
• Frequency integration using broad band models - using 

knowledge of spectral line properties and distributions (e.g. 
Goody random model).

• Path integration using Curtis-Godson approximation.
• Water vapour, ozone and carbon dioxide.
• Assessment of accuracy of cooling-to-space approximation.

Estimates and approximations:



Rodgers and Walshaw ( QJ 1966)
Solid line: LW radiative heating rate 
Dashed line: Cooling-to-space approximation
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Edwards and Slingo (QJ 1996)
A flexible new radiation code

• Two-stream approach for LW & SW.
• ESFT frequency integration - resolution 

flexible. 
• Various applications, multiple gases.
• SW scattering by cloud.



Phillips (QJ 1956)

• Two-level quasi-geostrophic model 
• Single hemisphere
• Friction, radiative heating, vertical stability specified

“One of the main purposes of this numerical experiment was the 
investigation of the energetics of the atmosphere”

“furnishing valuable experience in the numerical problems to be
encountered in making long-range predictions” 

The general circulation of the atmosphere: 
a numerical experiment



Phillips (QJ 1956)

zonal wind at surface                                            meridional wind in upper level

Equator

Pole

Evolution over first 30 days 



Phillips 
(QJ 1956)

?due weak direct cells (Fig.11)

Equations derived for all 
these terms.
Evaluated during 
integration.



Phillips (QJ 1956)

Radiative heating rate H determined from measurements of the mean non-
adiabatic processes in the atmosphere

latitude

One conclusion:

the latitude of maximum 
𝜕ത𝑇

𝜕𝑦
 in the atmosphere may be determined to

some extent dynamically, and not merely by the latitudinal gradient in radiation



Garth Paltridge (QJ1980)

T  surface temperature
FN downward flux TOA
C  CO2 concentration
ui climate parameter

see also Ray Bates (QJ 2007) on definition of climate feedback



Garth Paltridge - climate feedbacks

cloud feedback (QJ 1980)

rainfall-albedo feedback (QJ 1991)

1D RT model
3 cloud levels
R&W LW scheme

Conclusion: cloud reduces sensitivity of climate to increased CO2

ui:
liquid water path
cirrus cloud amount
low cloud amount
total cloud amount

via change in land surf vegn

dT for double CO2 :  4.16 K w/o this fbk
    4.58-6.38 K inc this fbk



Paltridge 
(QJ 1991)



Previdi et al 
(QJ 2013)

Review Article:
Climate sensitivity 
in the 
Anthropocene
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